New from Ransomes

The Turf Improvers

Ransomes knowledge of turf maintenance goes much deeper than making the finest mowers. A completely new range of turf maintenance equipment, each with a specialist function, will tackle all the problems that beset the groundsman in a straightforward, time-saving way.

**VC-5 Verti-Cut**
Golf course greens are only as good as their turf, and the VC-5 Verti-cut, by removing and controlling 'grain' and 'thatch' ensures a true putting surface.

**TM-140 Aerifier**
140 spoons or blades in a 6 foot swath aerify or slice without tearing the turf. You know the benefits. The TM-140 is the best way to get them.

**PD-2 Power Drag**
Mild scarification, 'cleaning up' and Greens matting are made easy with this fast operator. The exclusive swirling action swirls top dressing below grass blades, to soil surface in one third of the time of conventional methods.

Find out more about the complete range of Ransomes-Hahn Turf Improvers from your local distributor.
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